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Bürger Lars Dietrich

Childrens Event
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Hip-hop for the whole family - not a joke, but a serious concern of one of the most

most versatile human child in this country. BÜRGER LARS DIETRICH is predestined
for this task in many ways.

predestined for this task in many ways: he is a comedian, singer, speaker,
entertainer

anyway, known for hits such as "Sexy Eis” or "Ein Bett im Kornfeld”, popular KiKA
presenter

through the last twelve seasons of "Dein Song”, recent Grimme

award winner in the "Children & Youth” category and a real B-Boy who has been
writing rhymes and

writing rhymes and practicing breakdancing since the age of eleven. Now it was
time again for

a new album - and the families of this country will thank him for it.

"I really wanted to make hip-hop again,” says BÜRGER LARS DIETRICH. The 16

tracks on his album "Menschenskind” (release date: 25.09.20) cover a wide range
of genres

from reggae, trap and disco grooves to classic samples and swing rhythms.

rhythms. As versatile as it is always funny and clearly positive, it's all about
annoying neighbors

("Queen of the Night”), unpleasant parents ("Mom sooo embarrassing”) or the cool
"Yodeling

grandpa", dancing in the rain or the ‘rap chicken’ (rapped together with Grimme
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partner Marti Fischer). With "Le Le Le” or - more than just a side dish - "Schnauze

full", he delivers catchy tunes as the auto-tuned ‘Capital Lars’, which annoy
everyone until

until they simply have to sing along. The fact that the now fully bearded Mr.
Dietrich, despite a few grey hairs

and nurtures the child in his manhood, the self-deprecating father-son

question-and-answer game of "Du warst ganz genauso”, the well-worn "Schonung”,
which turns into a superhero

the anti-bullying song "Sometimes”, which is wrapped up in a superhero-as-best-
friends fantasy

and, of course, the title track, a self-confident generational anthem with a sample

of the GDR comedy duo "Herricht & Preil”, are clear.

"A lot comes from the heart and from the gut too” says BÜRGER LARS DIETRICH
about his new album.

new album. The 47-year-old naturally understands those he sings for at eye level.

eye level. On top of that, youth is simply in his blood, not least as a father of three.

father of three. The success of the nihilistic snot'n'roll radio single "Nee”, but above
all the visit to a concert by

a concert by "Deine Freunde” were the initial spark for his new musical journey of
discovery.

voyage of discovery. When he tried out the first tracks in front of 10,000 visitors at
the Geolino Festival in

Berlin, he had already achieved his goal at the start: children and parents alike were

and parents alike were equally blown away.

Events:
Sonntag, 07.07.2024, 14:00 - 15:00 Uhr


